Density functional theory (DFT) calculations are routinely used to screen for functional materials for a variety of applications. This screening is often carried out with a few descriptors, which uses ground-state properties that typically ignores finite temperature effects. Finite-temperature effects can be included by calculating the vibrations properties and this can greatly improve the fidelity of computational screening. An important challenge for DFT-based screening is the sensitivity of the predictions to the choice of the exchange correlation function. In this work, we rigorously explore the sensitivity of finite temperature thermodynamic properties to the choice of the exchange correlation functional using the built-in error estimation capabilities within the Bayesian Error Estimation Functional (BEEF-vdw). The vibrational properties are estimated using the Debye model and we quantify the uncertainty associated with finite-temperature properties for a diverse collection of materials. We find good agreement with experiment and small spread in predictions over different exchange correlation functionals for Mg, Al 2 O 3 , Al, Ca, and GaAs. In the case of Li, Li 2 O, and 1 arXiv:1910.07891v1 [cond-mat.mtrl-sci] 4 Oct 2019
Introduction
Ab initio calculations utilizing density functional theory have enabled high throughput materials discovery for a variety of applications such as batteries, 1 thermoelectrics, 2 solar photovoltaics, 3 solar fuels. 4 These high throughput searches typically involve calculating a few ground state properties (descriptors) that often correlate well with the required output performance. However, in most cases, the materials need to perform at finite temperature, and typically the finite temperature effects are neglected. Explicit calculation of vibrational properties through density functional perturbation theory, 5 or with finite difference 6 is too computationally intense for most applications and makes it difficult to incorporate in materials screening studies.
The Debye-Grüneisen model has been used successfully to understand thermodynamic properties of solids by treating the materials as an elastic continuum with linear phonon dispersion. 7, 8 While rather simple, this approximation has worked satisfactorily for a large range of materials including metals, 7 carbides, 8 nitrides, 8 sulfides, 9 oxides 10 and fluorides. 10 The reason for this success is that in many cases only an average of particular phonon frequencies is needed to calculate many thermophysical properties. 11 While the greatly simplified phonon spectrum used within the Debye model is sufficient for many materials, is is not valid for materials with high inhomogeneity in structural and chemical bonding which leads to a large separation in the low-frequency and high-frequncy regimes of the phonon spectrum. 12 This simplistic and computationally efficient method can be improved further with the use of a scaling factor to account for varying speeds of sound in the transverse and longitudinal directions. 13 The use of the Debye-Grüneisen model allows for the approximation of the vibrational properties with a fraction of the computational cost of explicit phonon compu-tations while still harnessing the flexibility and first principles nature of density functional theory.
At the same time, a major source of error within density functional theory calculations is the choice of exchange correlation functional. 14 While there exists rules of thumb for picking suitable exchange correlation functionals given the type of system being studied, currently, no functional can equally well describe all material systems, nor is there much quantitative understanding of the error in the prediction for an arbitrary material with no prior experimental knowledge. The sensitivity of prediction results with respect to exchange correlation functional typically remains uncertain. This effect is compounded for complex properties that involve derivatives of the energy where errors can propagate, for e.g. thermodynamic predictions using the Debye model with DFT input data. One approach to address this has been to use Bayesian statistics to provide an ensemble of functionals that can be evaluated non-self-consistently, and therefore computationally efficiently. 14 The spread in the resulting DFT estimation of energy has been trained to match the error of the self consistent results with respect to experiment. Additionally, it has be demonstrated that this spread of energies bounds other general gradient approximation results for magnetic properties, 15 elastic properties, 16 surface phase diagrams, 17,18 scaling relations in oxygen reduction, 19,20 formation enthalpies of reactions, 21 vibrational frequencies 22 and energetics of electrochemical reactions. 23 In this work, we describe a computationally efficient approach that propagates the error estimation capabilities built within BEEF-vdW exchange correlation functional through the Debye Model to derive uncertainty associated with the predicted thermodynamic properties. We show that the distribution obtained bounds other GGA-level functionals for a wide range of materials and bonding environments. Given the complex nature of the model, we perform rigorous statistical analysis to determine the nature of the output distribution for the predicted thermodynamic properties through goodness of fit tests. We believe that the derived uncertainty can be used in conjuction with design of experiments (DOE) approaches that perform a hybrid of explore and exploit, which performs much better than a simple exploit approach for complex non-linear material design problems. 24 Given the ease of integration and computational efficiency of the present approach, we believe that this can be routinely incorporated into high-throughput material searches.
Methods

Calculation Details
All calculation were run using a real space grid implementation of the projector augmented wave approximation through the GPAW software. 25-27 A real space grid with spacing of 0.16 A is used for the representation of electronic wavefunctions, and a k-point density of larger than 30Å in reciprocal space was used in each dimension. For each material, the geometry is relaxed to a maximum force of less than 0.01 eV/Å. The energies of 5 volumes around the minimum is computed. From these energy-volume values, an Vinet equation of state was fit 28 providing the miniumium energy, minimium volume V 0 , and bulk modulus B 0 at zero temperature. For BEEF containing thousands of functionals with the equilibrium volumes span a considerable range, a total of 16 volumes are computed, among which the 5 most energetically favorable volumes are used for fitting for the corresponding functional. The Debye temperature is then calculated as
Debye Model
k B , and s is the scaling factor. Moruzzi et al. recommended using a scaling factor of s = 0.617, based on a study of 14 nonmagnetic cubic metals. 7 Alternatively, the scaling factor can be derived as in ref. 13 .
where ν is the Poisson ratio. A more detailed discussion about the scaling factor used in the present work is given in the Supporting Information. The Grüneisen parameter γ can be approximated as γ = 1+B 0 2 − x, where B 0 is the derivative of the bulk modulus with respect to pressure and is dimensionless. The term x is set to 1 to best describe properties below the Debye temperature and 2 3 for properties above. 7 In the present work x = 2 3 is used to study the thermodynamic properties at elevated temperatures.
The vibrational free energy can then be calculated as
where the Debye function is defined as D(x) = 3
x 3
x 0 z 3 dz e z −1 . Additionally we compute the vibrational isochoric heat capacity C V as:
We ignore contributions from the other sources, which are typically less important, e.g., the thermal excitation of electrons. 29 The free energy is
At ambient conditions, the pressure effect on the Gibbs Free Energy is small as shown in the Supporting Information. Thus, the pressure effect can be ignored and it is valid to use Gibbs Free Energy at zero pressure
with the corresponding volume V 0 (T ) and bulk modulus B 0 (T ). For simplicity, G(P = 0, T ) is written as G hereafter. The entropy is then derived as, S = − dG dT and the enthalpy as H = G + T S The isobaric heat capacity can be obtained by, C p = dH dT . Finally, the volumetric thermal expansion coefficient is calculated as α = 1 V dV 0 dT .
5
All derivatives with respect to T were taking using the central difference approximation.
Bayesian Error Estimation Funtional
For each material, a collection of functionals at the level of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) were used as described below. For the purpose of error estimation, the Bayesian error estimation functional with van der Waals correction 14 was used. Besides acting in the usual manner for the self consistent calculation of the exchange correlation energy, this empirically fit functional can generate an ensemble of functionals that are small perturbations away from the main functional fit in exchange correlation space. The exchange-correlation energy for the BEEF-vdW is given by
The method to generate the ensemble of functionals was tuned such that the spread of the predictions of the functionals matches the error of the main self consistent functional with respect to the training and experimental data. Each of these functionals can then provide a non self consistent prediction of energy and therefore allows for a computationally efficient yet systematic way of understanding the sensitivity of the final prediction with respect to small changes in exchange correlation functional.
A conventional way of uncertainty propagation would be to take the distribution generated from an DFT error estimation technique like BEEF, or assume distribution for each of the inputs into the thermodynamic model, and then propagate that error forward in some way. 30 This propagation of uncertainty would treat the uncertainty as if the errors of each of the inputs is independent and ultimately lead to a slight overestimation of the resulting error attributed to exchange correlation functional uncertainty. This is because the error for one property predicted by a function is not statistically independent from the error for another property predicted by the same functional. By propagating the ensemble of energetic predictions of each material at each volume, we can generate an ensemble of thermodynamic predictions and therefore an better estimation of uncertainty in the predictions due to the underlying DFT data.
Results and discussion
Eight materials are chosen to study the effect of DFT functionals on the prediction of thermodynamic properties within the Debye model. These materials belong to seven crystal Here we present a more detailed discussion of the prediction results and estimated uncertainty the materials tested. To aid in this discussion we include detailed plots for four materials, with the remaining plots for all other materials in the Supporting Information. We find a good agreement between the computational predictions and experiment for most properties. In particular, we find very good agreement in the predictions of entropy, S, and specific heat, C P except as the temperature approached the melting point of the material. As seen in Figure 4 we see for Li, with a melting point of around 450K, a rise in the experimental heat capacity near this temperature that cannot be captured by the Debye model. The largest uncertainties, as determined by the BEEF ensemble, as well as the largest disagreement between the functionals tested and experiment, are present in the predictions of bulk modulus (B) and thermal expansion coefficient (TEC). In the case of GaAs and Li ( Figure 4 ) respectively, we see a systematic over estimation of the thermal expansion and for all materials. Additionally, over all materials the thermal expansion has the largest spread of any property, predicting the largest relative uncertainty in this property. The shape of this distribution at each temperature, however has a thinner tail and sharper middle peak than that of a normal distribution as seen in it's large positive excess Kurtosis. This means that although there are a lot of outliers very far away from the mean, the majority of prediction are relatively close to the mean.
We see a similar trend for the underestimation of the bulk modulus of NiO, GaAs, and Al 2 O 3 (Figure 3 , while there is relatively good agreement for the bulk modulus of Al, Li, Mg, and Ca. These errors are likely due completely to the GGA level DFT overbinding the strained and compressed volumes and underbinding the equilibrium volumes as even at 0K, when there is no influence of the Debye model approximation on the predictions, the uncertainty remains large and constant when looking at the coefficient of variation. Additionally, unlike in the case of thermal expansion coefficient, the distributions for the 36, 38, [44] [45] [46] The colormap represents the PDF of each property calculated by BEEF. The natural logarithm of PDF is presented in (f) for better view.
bulk modulus have much fatter tails and a broader peak, as described by the negative excess Kurtosis.
Additionally, we find that the ensemble of BEEF predictions captures the predictions of the other GGA level functionals. In this way, we see that BEEF is providing a reasonable sampling of GGA-level DFT space through the non-self consistent evaluations of a distribution of exchange correlation functionals. In most cases, the distributions for Gibbs energy (and as a result Zero point energy), entropy and and heat capacity are small, especially in the case of Al, NiO, GaAs, and Al 2 O 3 . As mentioned previously, the computational predictions match the experiment and we find BEEF to have correctly predicted the relatively low uncertainty in these predictions. 
Distribution Shapes
The way that the underlying distribution of the energetic predictions generated from DFT with BEEF is transform through the Debye model is complex. Due to steps such as fitting of an equations of state where the parameters of the fit are then passed on through integral and derivative equations, the analytic transformation of the data is hard to describe. To solve this, we fit the final distributions to a collection of model probability distribution functions in an attempt to find the true statistical nature of the data generation process for that property.
The distributions of various properties for NiO at 300K have been plotted. Similar plots for other materials and temperatures are available in the Supporting Information to understand the variation of the distributions over materials and temperature. The collection of model distributions used to fit the data consists of normal, generalized normal, skewed normal, and other transformations of the normal distribution. It is likely that the true data generation process for many property's probability distribution is related to a normal distribution as the spread of the BEEF-vdW energetic predictions for a single volume is a normal distribution. Additionally to test the possibility of a less normal-like distribution, a generalized Gamma and a Gamma-like Weibull distribution were also tested, as well as a Gumbel and a generalized extreme value distribution to attempt to model the volume variable as it is the extreme value (minimium) of the equation of stat curve fit. For each property, a Cramer von Mises goodness of fit test 51 was performed to test the hypothesis that the model distribution and the sample distribution are identical. We then compared the two model distributions with the best Cramer von Mises statistic with a Vuong likeness test, that compares the KullbackLeibler divergence from the data for each model distribution. The goodness of fit metric allows us to test if there is statistical evidence that the model distribution is not the true data generation process or not. On the other hand, the Vuong closeness tests, examines how much closer the chosen model is to the true data generation process than another possible model. For the majority of BEEF ensemble property data fit, we find good statistical agreement with our fits.
The results of these statistical fittings and tests is shown for NiO at 300K in Table 2 . In this table, the p-value of the Cramer von Mises test is shown. This is the chance of error when rejecting the null hypothesis that the data we have was drawn from the model distribution. If this is above 0.05 we say there is no statistically significant evidence that the model distribution and real distribution of the data are different. The p-value result of the Vuong test for comparing the two best distributions is also shown. This is is the chance of error when assuming the chosen distribution is better than the second best distribution at describing the data. If this is below 0.05, we say there is enough statistical evidence to conclude the chosen model is closer to the true data generation process than the second best model. Within the table, we see some p-values of the Vuong test that are above 0.5, meaning the results of the Vuong test are leaning towards the second best model from the goodness of fit test, is better at describing the data. In no case, however, where there enough evidence from the Vuong test to reject the results of the goodness of fit at the level of 0.05 significance and therefore we always kept the fit with the best fit. For most properties, a distribution was found with an extremely high confidence of fit, even if the Vuong test is suggesting an equally good fit is available with another model. This is likely due to the similarities in the set of models chosen within the work. In the case of volume, however, the result of the Cramer von Mises tests would suggest you reject at the 0.05 level that our model distribution describes the data, but that the model is conclusively better than all other models. This is likely due to a slight bi-modality in the distribution of volume predictions as seen in Figure  6 . This is probably due to the error in the equation of state fits and the inability for this type of UQ to account for differing qualities of fit. 
Conclusion
Using the Debye model and density functional theory for the prediction of thermodynamic properties, the effect of uncertainty on these predictions due to the the underlying uncertainty of the DFT predictions has been explored. Based on the calculation of eight materials including metals, semiconductors and insulators in seven structures, it is found that the predictions of GGA-level functionals (PBE, RPBE, optPBE-vdW, PBEsol and PW91) are bounded by the estimates from the BEEF ensemble distribution. The uncertainty of temperature-dependent part of Gibbs energy predicted by BEEF increases with temperature and can be quite significant for determining phase boundaries. Finally, we test a wide variety of probability distributions that describe the finite temperature distribution and find that most properties are well described by normal or transformed normal distributions. However, the spread of volume at a given temperature does not appear to be drawn from a single distribution. The present work consists of a preliminary attempt to quantify the uncertainty of thermodynamics from first-principles. Further extensions may include adopting more complicated models such as calculations of phonon spectrums, as well as uncertainty associated with different levels of approximations on the models. In order to accelerate adoption of these methods, we have open-sourced the code-base under the name, Depye. 
Gibbs Free Energy at Finite Pressure
The Gibbs energy around zero pressure can be expanded as
At ambient conditions where P is small, the deviation of G(P, T ) from G(P = 0, T ) is
which is negligible, therefore the pressure effect can be ignored and it is valid to use Gibbs energy at zero pressure
Other Materials Tested
Here we present the rest of the predictions of thermodynamic properties and their uncertainties for the other materials test. The include Ca, Al, GaAs, and NiO shown in Figurew S1,S2, S3, and S4 respectively. As breifely mentioned within the main text, these materials 2 largely show good agreement with experiment as well as low prediction uncertainty. The colormap represents the PDF of each property calculated by BEEF. The colormap represents the PDF of each property calculated by BEEF. The natural logarithm of PDF is presented in (f) for better view.
We also include for comparison with the table of statistics included in the main text, the mean (µ), standard deviation (σ), coefficient of variation (COV), skew, and excess kurtosis in Table S1 of the predictions of all properties at 900 K, except in the case of Li, which is for 450K as 900K is well above the melting point of Li. The corresponding predictions of the other GGA level functions are also shown.
Distributions of Thermodynamic Properties
As was shown in the main text for NiO at 300K, we include here the empirical distributions of NiO at 900K in Figure S5 
Statistical Model Fitting
The Cramer-von Mises criteron, ω 2 for testing that a set of data x 1 , x 2 , ·x N has been drawn from a model distribution F (y) is given by
where F N (y) is the empirical distribution function defined as the number of samples in the set of data that are less than or equal to y divided by the total number of samples:
where 1 X i ≤y is the indicator function that is 1 if the inequality is true and 0 if false.
The limiting distribution of this statistic in the case of the samples being drawn from the 9 model distribution is given by 12
The computed statistic for the set of data being tested can then be compared to this limiting distribution and a statistical conclusion can be made.
13 Table S2 : The fit for the properties of Al 2 O 3 at 300K with the result of the Cramer von Mises (CVM) goodness of fit test. This is the chance of error when rejecting the null hypothesis that the data we have was drawn from the model distribution. If this is above 0.05 we say there is no statistically significant evidence that the model distribution and real distribution of the data are different. The result of the Vuong test for comparing the two best distributions is also shown. This is is the chance of error that when assuming the chosen distribution is better than the second best distribution at describing the data. If this is below 0.05, we say there is enough statistical evidence to conclude the chosen model is closer to the true data generation process than the second best model. Here φ(x) is the normal pdf and Φ(x) is the normal cdf.
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